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the meaning of set is to cause to sit place in or on a seat how to use set in a sentence set
the stage for something meaning to make it possible for something else to happen learn more
the phrase set the stage is a common idiom in english that has been used for many years it
refers to preparing a situation or environment for something important to happen often with
careful planning and attention to detail to describe a situation where something is about to
happen first let s set the scene it was a dark wet night with a strong wind blowing to make
something possible or likely to happen his resignation set the scene for a company crisis
smart vocabulary related words and phrases defining explaining set definition to put something
or someone in a particular place see examples of set used in a sentence definition of set verb
in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more set definition 1 to put something in a particular place
or position 2 if a story film etc is set in a learn more to set the stage or set the scene
stage for phrase if someone sets the scene or sets the stage for an event to take place they
make preparations so that it can take place the convention set the scene for a ferocious
election campaign the company has been setting the stage recently for progress in the u s
idiom to be very successful and attract a lot of attention see the full definition set the is
contained in 8 matches in merriam webster dictionary learn definitions uses and phrases with
set the a set is a group of things that belong together like the set of even numbers 2 4 6 or
the bed nightstands and dresser that make up your bedroom set set has many different meanings
as a verb it means to put in place set to meaning 1 to start working or dealing with something
in an energetic and determined way 2 to begin to learn more you can use set to say that a
person or thing causes another person or thing to be in a particular condition or situation
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for example to set someone free means to cause them to be free and to set something going
means to cause it to start working want to learn about the irregular verb set we ve got all
you need clear definitions conjugations and usage examples for effective learning set as a
noun can mean a group of things usually a group of things that are all the same similar or
that are all in one category we call this a set of keys those are all the same or maybe you
buy your father a set of tools for christmas different types but all in the category of tools
what s the definition of set the stage in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence
examples define set the stage meaning and usage find 368 different ways to say set along with
antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com in english the verb to set is
irregular here is the full conjugation of set in the past tense present tense and future tense
set definition 1 to arrange a time when something will happen 2 to decide the level of
something 3 to press learn more set to meaning definition what is set to to start doing
something eagerly and wit learn more set fire to the rain adele lyrics lyrics video for set
fire to the rain by adele click the to stay updated on the latest uploads thumbs up if you
like this video thank you
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set definition meaning merriam webster
May 27 2024

the meaning of set is to cause to sit place in or on a seat how to use set in a sentence

set the stage for something definition cambridge english
Apr 26 2024

set the stage for something meaning to make it possible for something else to happen learn
more

understanding the idiom set the stage meaning origins
Mar 25 2024

the phrase set the stage is a common idiom in english that has been used for many years it
refers to preparing a situation or environment for something important to happen often with
careful planning and attention to detail

set the scene english meaning cambridge dictionary
Feb 24 2024

to describe a situation where something is about to happen first let s set the scene it was a
dark wet night with a strong wind blowing to make something possible or likely to happen his
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resignation set the scene for a company crisis smart vocabulary related words and phrases
defining explaining

set definition meaning dictionary com
Jan 23 2024

set definition to put something or someone in a particular place see examples of set used in a
sentence

set verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Dec 22 2023

definition of set verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

set english meaning cambridge dictionary
Nov 21 2023

set definition 1 to put something in a particular place or position 2 if a story film etc is
set in a learn more
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definition of to set the stage collins online dictionary
Oct 20 2023

to set the stage or set the scene stage for phrase if someone sets the scene or sets the stage
for an event to take place they make preparations so that it can take place the convention set
the scene for a ferocious election campaign the company has been setting the stage recently
for progress in the u s

set the definition meaning merriam webster
Sep 19 2023

idiom to be very successful and attract a lot of attention see the full definition set the is
contained in 8 matches in merriam webster dictionary learn definitions uses and phrases with
set the

set definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Aug 18 2023

a set is a group of things that belong together like the set of even numbers 2 4 6 or the bed
nightstands and dresser that make up your bedroom set set has many different meanings as a
verb it means to put in place
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set to definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Jul 17 2023

set to meaning 1 to start working or dealing with something in an energetic and determined way
2 to begin to learn more

set definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Jun 16 2023

you can use set to say that a person or thing causes another person or thing to be in a
particular condition or situation for example to set someone free means to cause them to be
free and to set something going means to cause it to start working

set irregular verb definition meaning usingenglish com
May 15 2023

want to learn about the irregular verb set we ve got all you need clear definitions
conjugations and usage examples for effective learning

20 different ways to use the word set in english
Apr 14 2023

set as a noun can mean a group of things usually a group of things that are all the same
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similar or that are all in one category we call this a set of keys those are all the same or
maybe you buy your father a set of tools for christmas different types but all in the category
of tools

set the stage in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for set
Mar 13 2023

what s the definition of set the stage in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence
examples define set the stage meaning and usage

368 synonyms antonyms for set thesaurus com
Feb 12 2023

find 368 different ways to say set along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

the verb to set in english grammar monster
Jan 11 2023

in english the verb to set is irregular here is the full conjugation of set in the past tense
present tense and future tense
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set meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Dec 10 2022

set definition 1 to arrange a time when something will happen 2 to decide the level of
something 3 to press learn more

set to meaning of set to in longman dictionary of
Nov 09 2022

set to meaning definition what is set to to start doing something eagerly and wit learn more

set fire to the rain adele lyrics youtube
Oct 08 2022

set fire to the rain adele lyrics lyrics video for set fire to the rain by adele click the to
stay updated on the latest uploads thumbs up if you like this video thank you
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